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TRINITY COLLEGE,
HARTFORD, CONN.

Trinity College, ~oder the name of Washington College, received its charter in 1823. The present name
was adopted in 1845. Its chief founder was the Right Rev. Thomas Church BrowneJl, Bishop of Connecticut.
Established by Episcopalians and administered in sympathy with their tenets, it is not a Church institution
in the sense of being directed by the Church. Its advantages are placed at the service of those of every creed.
Formerly on the site of the present State Capitol, it was transferred in 1878 to new buildings in the
aouthwestern part of the city. The principal of these in the English Secular Gothic style, 653 feet long, including Jarvis and Seabury Halls and Northam Towers, is one of the most imposing and admirably fitted educational edifices in the United States. It is intended to form the west side of a great quadrangle. Outside of
the lines of this quadrangle on the ·south, are the Observatory, the Boardman Hall of Natural History, and
the Jarvis Laboratories for Chemistry and for Physics. To the north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the
President and Professors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. Below the College Campus to the cast,
and within three minutes' walk, is the spacious Athletic field. In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of
life, and equipment for its special work, the College is not surpassed.
The College has distinct courses of four years in Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters.
The Faculty includes thirteen professors, seven instructors, five lecturers, a librarian and a medical director
Among the Elective studies within the respective courses, there is no important subject for which
adequate provision is not made.
·
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course arc allowed a.a
Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving ce:rtificates of satisfactory work.
The Library contains 42,648 volumes. Generous contributions of the Alumni are making possible a rapid
addition to its resources. A Reference Reading Room is open every day and on five evenings of the week.
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most advanced work.
The Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laboratories provided with the most modern appliances.
In the year 1903-1904 a full technical course in Civil Engineering is for the first time made available for
all qualified applicants.
There are fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three Holland Scholarships yielding
each $600 per annum, are awarded to the three best students in the three lower classes respectively. The
Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in the interest of higher graduate study. Prizes to
the amount of $500 are also awarded to undergraduates for success in the work of the various departments.
Two examinations for admission are held at the college in each year, the first on the three days following
the Annual Commencement, and the second in September, immediately before the beginning of the Christmas
Term.
For Catalogues, Examination Papers, or information, apply to the President or to the Secretary of the
Faculty.
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Corner Pearl and Trumbull Streets, Hartford,
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CONNECTICUT TRUST AND SAFE
DEPOSIT COMPANY,

The Connecticut Mutual

Corner of Main and Pearl Streets.

Life Insurance Company

Capital, 8300,000.

Surplus, $300,000.
Has received from its policy-holde.r s since its organize..

BANKING BUSINESS.
Conducts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened and Deposits received subject to
check at sight. Acci,'unts solicited. Also

tion in 1846, $216,751,123.41 ; it has returned to them
or their beueficiaric1 $2l4,279,820.43, or 98.86%, besides
which it has in hand $65,~77,179.21 for the protection
of those that remRin. What it has returned and what
it holds equals 128.98% of what it has received for

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT.
The moM capacious and impregnable in the
City. 1000 safe boxes for rent at from $16 to
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premiums. Its exp,nses have been but 9.18% of its
total income.

TRUST DEPARTMENT.

matches this record. And it is this record of the past~
the present maintenance of the conditions which made

Is authorized by its charter to act as Trustee
for individuals and corporations, Executor or
Administrator of estates, Guardian of minors, etc.
Meirs H. Whaples, President.
Henry S. Robinson, Secretary,
John P. Wheeler, Treasurer.
Hosmer P. Redfield, Ass't Treasurer

It is the simple fact that no American company

it possible, and a financial condition of unusual soundneg and strength, that we offer as the best possible
guarantees of the future,

JACOB L. GREENE,

Pree't.

JOHN M. TAYLOR, V.-P'rea't,

HERBERT H. WHITE, Sec'y.
DilIEL B. WELLS, Act•t.rt

SPECIAL

A GAIN, after twenty-one years, and for the eleventh time, Trinity
has a new p resident. This time the office falls upon one of her
own sons, of her own training, brought up under the shadow of her
own buildings and traditions. Flavel Sweeten Luther, of the class
?f '70, for twenty-one years our professor of mathematics, is too
well known to Trinity men to need introduction or commendation.
He has remained at Trinity in spite of tempting offers to take up
other work, he has believed in Trinity always. Now he takes up a
new work, one for ·w hich thirty years of study, growth, and development, have qualified him to become our leader. He becomes
president at a time when the students, the alumni, t he friends of
Trinity are not only willing but anxious to be led by a strong man,
who has enthusiasm for and belief in Trinity; a leader who has
executive ability and will be a worthy representative of the higher
education typical of the New England college. In behalf of the
student body we pledge our new president hearty support in his
high office and the great work that he will do for Trinity.
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EDITORIALS

THE eleventh issue of the TABLET is to be the Alumni Number.
The devotion of one issue entirely to contributions from graduates has become an unwritten law of the Board. We therefore
simply remind the Alumni of the number, announce when it is to
appear, and trust that no explanation of its objects, or dissertation
on its value, is necessary. We should like, however, both, to earnestly request contribution, and to impress the fact that we shall need
the usual variety of material. Those who have kept up their interest in the college, and have watched the growth, or possibly the
decay of organizations they supported during their undergraduate
years, we urge to give their opinions freely, Criticism will be
acceptable, either in the form of editorials or communications. We
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should also be most grateful for fiction or verse by men who contributed the literary material of the TABLET while they were in college, and essays by those who have pursued particular branches of
science. We hope that this year even more than the usual interest
will be taken in the number, and that enough material will be submitted to make it, as it certainly should be, the best of the year.
For the benefit of those who are desirous of contributing to the
Alumni Number, we give the following details. Manuscripts should
be directed to the editor-in-chief, addressed simply Trinity College. No articles received after the twenty-third of May can be
used, as the number cannot be delayed_on account of conflict with
the last issue before Commencement. Contributions must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer. They will be published anonymously, however, if such a wish is expressed.

*

*

*

THE personal department of the TABLET, the present board feels,
. is an important one. Efforts have been made to make it as
complete as possible, but we are willing to admit that as yet we
have not been successful. The difficulty has lain in the fact that
our sources of information are limited, _a nd follow the same lines.
Personals which have not an account of the progress of our most
prominent men cannot interest the majority of our graduate readers,
and such news ought not to be several months old. Under the present
method of obtaining items, however, at least half of the honors
conferred indirectly upon the college, are omitted altogether. If we
-are to hear from the men who have not followed the clerical or medical
professions, for instance, or those scattered in the cities with 110 local
association of Alumni some plan must be adopted. We should like to
offer the .suggestion that the graduate secretaries, after their periodical correspondence with their classmat~s, might send some brief
items to the editor of this department. If they would forward some
facts of interest occasionally, that is three or four times during the
year, the TABLET might be expected to be of more real use to the
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body of the Alumni than it has been hitherto. We should be glad
to receive suggestions, and the opinions of those whom a plan of
this kind would most concern.

*

*

*

THE dinner given by the Detroit Association of Trinity Alumni
at the University Club on the evening of April 9th, shows
what a remarkably strong infi:uence the college has in that city. In
the club Trinity stands third in numerical strength, the University
of Michigan naturally being first, and Y ~le second. At the dinner
all the Trinity men in the city were present, or " accounted for,"
and the evening proved a most enjoyable one. Among the guests
were: Superintendent Martindale of the Public Schools, the Principal of the great Central High School, the Head master of the
Detroit University School, the Rev. Mr. Woodcock of St. John's
Church, and the Rev. Dr. Maxon of Christ Church. At the call of
Strathearn Hendrie, '87, toastmaster, speeches were made by the
Rev. Dr. Peters, '50, Dr. Maxon, Mr. Woodcock, and Professor
Luther.

*

*

*

THE New York Association of the Alumni gave a dinner Wednesday, April 20th, at the University Club, which was, perhaps,
the most successful affair of the year. Including the graduates
from the neighboring towns, the attendance was nearly one hundred.
Alexander T. Mason, '81, acted as toastmaster, and called upon the
following: the Rev. H. B. Hutchins, '54, the Rev. Dr. E. M. Stires,
Frank L. Wilcox, '80, W. C. Skinner, '76, L.A. Lockwood, '55, and
F. S. Luther, '70.

*

*

*

""f HE poor attendance of undergraduates at our various ind~or and
non-social functions during the winter, has occasioned much
comment about college. The calm, judicial observer, would come
to the conclusion from the number of such complaints, and the
appearance of the hall or gymnasium on the evenings referred to,

•
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that the majority of these reformers must have concealed themselves while they made a survey of the premises. A more. detailed
examination, however, brings to light the fact that even those who
felt the want of college spirit so deeply, went somewhere else on
all, except perhaps one, of the nights when a general gathering was
needed. Such inconsistency might be simply amusing were it not
evident that a real want of interest is being shown by the college
body. The failure to give more than a day or two's notification, is
undoubtedly responsible for the non-appearance of a few individuals. It would certainly be a coincidence if all of us found we had
no engagement, or work to do on the evening following the day
when a notice was posted. Still, this excuse cannot be pleaded for
the majority of those absent. At least half stay away becanse they
'' don't care particularly" for whatever is going on. We mention
these unpleasant facts, and the more unfortunate state of mind which
is prevalent, without attempting to suggest any definite remedy. It
can only be hoped, if we are unable to arouse the principal offenders directly, that those who are interested in the _welfare of the college, may be moved to exert their influence over the former. A
little push before an occasion would be worth more than the usual
amount of criticism afterwards.

*

*

*

AT this time of the year when our major athletics, baseball, and
track, seem to be absorbing the minds and finances of the college body, an important branch is in danger of being overlooked.
Tennis, although not under the jurisdiction of the T. C. A. A., has
in former years asserted itself strongly in our athletic life. The
number of prizes and trophies gained by its teams, testify to the
support which was accorded it. There is no reason to suppose that
there are not men in college at present, who can play well. Certainly we have plenty who enjoy the game, and are anxious to
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improve. Nothing can be done, however, until the Tennis Association makes the repairs on the courts, necessary at the beginning
of each season. This organization being, in the nature of things,
dependent upon its members, we must turn to the college as a
whole. A good proportion should join immediately, expecting to
pay the small dues (one dollar for the term) which the rules require.
The season is beginning late this year on account of the weather,
and further delay is inexcusable.

BILLY BEAVER.
(With apologies to Mr. Kipling.)

"WHAT are those Sophomores yelling for?" said Billy in his bed.
"To turn you out, to turn you out," the Junior roommate said.
"What makes you laugh so loud, so loud?" said Billy, sore afraid.
"I'm thinking what you'll get to-night," the Junior roommate said.
For they're hazin' all the Freshmen, and they're coming round your way.
Can't you hear their steps approaching, can't you hear 'em, Bill? I say;
They've gained the lower landing and they shout your nnme away,
And they're hazin' all the Freshmen in the college.
"What makes them call my name so hard?" said Billy, filled with dread.
41
To wake you up, to wake you up," the Junior roommate said.
•' What made that oaken door fall down?" said Bill, yanked out of bed.
"Some huaky Sophs, some husky Sophs," his Junior roommate said.
They're hazin' all the Freshmen and at last they've come around.
Now they've halted Billy Beaver by his classmates on the ground,
And he'll dance in half a minute up the campus at a boundOh, they're hazin' all the Freshmen in the college!
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"His bed was right hand bed to mine," said the Junior, undismayed.
"He's getting little sleep to-night," another Junior said.
'' I've worn his gloves a score of times,''- the Junior shook his head.
"He'll have no need of gloves to-night," another Junior said.
They are hazin' Billy Beaver, you must mark him to his place,
For he hit a mighty Soph'more with a brickbat, in the face;
Now he's got to run the gauntlet, so he'd better take a brace,
While they're paddlin' all the Freshmen in the college.
"What's that that's limping up the stairs?" the Junior roommate said.
"It's all that's left of Billy B.," the other Junior said.
'' What' s that so black upon the wall?" the Junior roommate said.
"His shade is crawling back to bed,"-the other Junior fled.
For they're done with Billy Beaver, yes, they're done and gone away.
Can't you hear their steps retreating, can't you hear 'em, Bill? I say.
Ho! the Sophs '11 all be sleeping, they'll need their cuts to-day,
After hazing all the Freshmen in the college.
B. C. l'd'.

MONOLOGUE
Senz"or loquz"tur.

QH, no, my accounts aren't so very bad. Bills? Yes, but a
hundred dollars or so in bills due isn't anything to worry
about when one has ten dollars real money. Me careless? Good
Lord, no! I'm an expert accountant beside the average college
man. Why, I know, actually, how much I owe-that is, I know
pretty nearly, and I scarcely ever have to hang up anything. Say,
did you know ''Stag" Morris 'or? Yes, he was captain two years and
batted . 390 his last season. Well, be roomed with Bob Price in r 38
Lamson, and I used to see a whole lot of them both, because I
roomed across the hall. Talk about complete communism, that
room made Plato's '' Republic" look as if it was running in the next
heat, and one of Robespierre's pipe dreams conldn't bave lasted
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three rounds. If Bob went to New York to see his haberdasher,
Stag wore new cravats for a month, and I once heard Rice curse his_
room-mate out for having a dinner coat cut a little longer than he
himself cared to wear. · They say that they .played cold hands all
the night after commencement to decide which owned the various
clothes, pictures, pieces of furniture, and so on. Anything they
had had more than a few months was as much one's as the other's,
for all they could remember. It was just the same with money,
too. Stag's allowance would come in about the first of the month,
and they'd cash it together. When they got back they'd hide what
was left of it in Bob's dress trousers or in some tobacco jar. If Bob
wanted a dollar he'd take it, and if Stag spent very much of his own
money without Rice's getting a good share, he'd get called a thief
and a tight-wad for it. But it all evened up on the fifteenth, when
old man Rice mailed the monthly alimony to his son.
This common treasury game was all to the good - most of the
time. Usually about the tenth or twelfth of the month, though,
Stag would want some recreation, and go to the book case, or
wherever the bank was situated just then, for the silver certificates.
Nothing doing. When pressed for an answer, Bob would remember to have lost a little on the boat race, or 'fess up to a supper with
the boys last evening. In their early.days this was wont to cause
- er, recriminations and unpopul~rity against the offender, but they
soon learned to tide the difficulty <;>ver. Some of the times they had
in raising the wind--! '!'heir selling Napoleon's signature from
the history room won't be forgotten for a while. But people can't
really make much except temporarily on most of those deals. They
did once, though -no, twice, for they once sold some sad old shoes
for a quarter, merely on the strength of a five-cent shine. That was
clear gain, but their record was made on the mandolin. You see
Stag Morris had a fine mandolin,- he knew it was his, because his
chum didn't know music when he met it on the street. Now one
fine afternoon near the end of the month, there was need of money,
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but never a sight of it. They picked out the mandolin as the most
marketable, on the solemn promise of getting it out next pay-day.
The merchant-took it out of its canvass case and said, '' I vill gif
you fife tollars on him." Five dollars is a whole lot of money from
a pawnbroker. Well, they got it out all right when the money
came, but in just fifteen short days they had it back again. That
sort of habit grows on one, and it got to be a regular custom to hock
it at the same shop just before allowance time, till it knew the way,
and used to buck if it was carried in any other direction.
But Bob was the Napoleon of finance with the prophetic soul.
He said they were going to forget it some day, and a good mandolin
would be gone for next to nothing. This was just as they were set- •
ting out to turn it into cash for the seventh time. Then something
like an idea seemed to hit him, and he made a dive for the cosycorner, and tore down from the wall -a mandolin, at least it
must have been a mandolin once, but half the keys were shy, and
the hole in the rear made it look as if a tackles-back tandem had
struck it. With chuckles and chortles they exchanged it for the
"sho' nuf concert piano," and took it along. The game was, that
the second time they had taken it there, the old boy didn't open the
case, but only asked if it was the same instrument. After the
second time he just took the case and they took the five, no qt~estions asked. So down they went, and I'll be - hazed, if it didn't
work like a charm. Five good dollars, and only a battered wall
ornament and a cheap canvas case gone. You should have seen
them. I thought they must have inherited a million at least.
Do you know, next September, I saw the old original mandolin
sitting up in the window of another store, with a big card, '' For
Sale" on ! Thank goodness 1 don't have to worry about that kind
of-- Oh, I say, I beg your pardon, but would you just as lief
not speak for a minute or two? That's Collier's man, and I - , I
really --, I really don't care to see him.
C. J. H.

COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
AT a college meeting, held in the Latin Room on March 26, Allen, '04,
Roberts, '05, Jones, '05, and Meredith, '05, were appointed a com- .
mittee to draw up appropriate resolutions on the death of the father of
William P. Stedman, '05. The committee accordingly presented the following resolutions:" Whereas, it has pleased Almighty God in His infinite mercy to take
from this life the father of our fellow-student, William Perry Stedman, be it
Resolved, That we, the students of Trinity College, extend to our fellow student, William Perry Stedman, our deep and heartfelt sympathy in
his hour of affiiction, and
Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the family of the
deceased.
The special musical service in afternoon chapel, Sunday, March 27,
consisted of an organ recital by Clifton C. Brainerd, assistant organist.
The program follows :
Prelude,
.
.
Theme Proven~al, .
There is a Green Hill,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lemaigre
. Du Bois
Gounod

Solo by D. W. Gateson, '06,
March Funebre, .
The Palms,.

.

Solo by V. W . Mori, '07.
Priere, .
.
.
.
.
.
Fantasia (on themes of Faust)
Postlude, Grand Choeur in G.

. Chopin
Faure
.
Callaerts
Eddy-Gounod
Cliauvet

The college closed for the Easter vacation on Wednesday, March 30,
and opened with evening chapel on Monday, April 11. The present term
will end, officially, with commencement on June 22.
A college meeting was held on April 13 to consider an invitation from
the First Regiment, C. N . G., to take part in their "Mardi Gras" procession on the sixteenth. It was decided to accept the invitation, and Allen,
'04, Buffington, '04, and Wherry, '04, were appointed marshals of the
Trinity division. But as, on the night appointed, a sudden touch of winter
set in, the Trinity delegation was not large.
Maddox, '04, has been appointed scrub baseball captain. Games are
played between the 'varsity and the scrubs about three times .a week.
The music in afternoon chapel on Sunday, April 17, consisted of an
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organ recital by Mr. Arthur Priest, organist of Christ Church, Hartford, who gave as his programme:
Spiizzen fiir den Pedal,
Andante,
Otfertoire,
Adagio from First Sonata,
March, .

Schuman
Boe/y
Lefebvre-We/y
Mc:ndelssobn
Guilma.nt

John I. Welsh of Shamokin, Penn., an old Michigan player and well
known as a coach, has been chosen by the graduate advisory committee of
the athletic association as coach for next fall's football team. Mr. Welsh
has had great success as an "instructor of football" and has the reputation
of having never coached a losing team.
The '04: class tree was planted at the end of the row near the Bishop on
the east side of the campus, at 1.30 P. M. on April 18. The usual ceremonies
were held, Dr. Martin, the '04 class officer: delivering the oration. Some
confusion was evidently created in the weather bureau by the change in
date, as the day was "brite and fare."
The best germ an of the year, so far, proved to be the fourth, which wa1
held in Alumni Hall on April 18, and was led by Phillips, '06, and Burgwin, '06. Every member of the club was present, while there were several
invited gue~ts and three alumni. The favors. were especially attractive,
consisting of fans, rosaries, candlesticks, sun bonnets, etc., for the girls;
and canes, large steins, tobacco pouches and similar articles for the men.
A prize round with a fan for the girl and a gun metal cigarette case for the
man was won by Miss Frisbie and Allen, '04. A novel feature was the
exciting "driving figure," used here for the first time. The members of
the club present and their partners were as follows: Mcllvaine, '04, with
Miss Lincoln; Allen, '04, with Miss Brainerd; Remsen, '05, with Miss
Cutler; Clement, 05, with Miss Mary Roberts; Ewing, '05, with Miss St.
John; Gostenhofer, '05, with Miss Matson; Graham, '05, with Miss
Sampson; Bnrgwin, '06, with Miss Hubbard; Phillips, '06, with Miss
Elizabeth Hubbard; Hunt, '06, with Miss Welch; Marlor, '06, with Miss
Sanford. The guests were Grange, '06, with Miss Helen Parker; Barbour,
'06, with Miss Erwin, and Curtiss, '06, with Miss Frisbie. The graduate
members were Prince, '99, with Miss Skinner, Johnson, '03, with Miss
Claghorn, Weibel, '03, stag. The membe.r s of the club who attended,
stag, were Schwartz, '06, and Fackler, '06. The chaperones were Mrs.
Curtiss and Mrs. Buell.
The last meeting of the Missionary Society was held in the Latin room
on April 18. Alaska was successfully disposed of.
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Maercklein, Burgwin and Haight, all '06, have been appointed second
assistant track managers.
On April 19th the seventh annual contest for the Frank W. Whitlock
prizes was held in Alumni Hall. The speakers and subjects were: Character and Political Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson ; Frederick Bethune
Bartlett, Connecticut. Tennyson's Conception of Immortality, as shown
in" In Memoriam;" Charles Edward Gostenhofer, New York. Phases of
the Abolition Movement; Charles Jarvis Harriman, Connecticut. Character and Political Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson ; Carlos Eugene Jones,
Iowa. Phases of the Abolition Movement; Bayard Quincy Morgan, Connecticut. The judges, Mr. L. P. Waldo Marvin, Mr. Arthur Perkins
and Mr. Edgar F. \Vaterman, awarded the first prize to Morgan, '04, and
the second to Gostenhofer, '05.
A dinner of the Hartford Alumni Association was held at the Hartford
Golf Club on April 18. About forty graduates, representing twenty-one
classes, were present. In the absence of Morris, '96, the president of the
association, F. L. Wilcox, '80, of Berlin, presided. An informal toast was
responded to by Acting-President Luther, who gave accounts of observations taken during his recent trip of the Trinity alumni associations in
the west. Other speakeri; were Professor McCook, Professor Ferguson, for
the Faculty, Col. W. C. Skinner for. the trustees, Senator Wilcox, '80,
J.B. Brainard and E. K. Hubbard, '92, P. S. Bryant, '72, \V. S. Schutz,
'94., E. F. Waterman, '98. Trinity songs were sung under the leadership
of Pitblado, '91, and Ellis, '98. At the business meeting held after the
banquet, the following officers were elected: President, W. L. Wilcox,
'80; secretary, E. F. Waterman, '98; executive committee, E. S. Van Zilet
'87, L.A. Ellis, '98, and H. J. Blakeslee, '98. It was decided to hold at
least three meetings like this one during the coming year.
Dr. Rainsford, who was to have preached in the chapel on April 24,
\'\'as obliged to postpone his visit on account of illness.
The musical service in the chapel on April 24 was an organ recital by
Professor Herbert M. Hopkins, the chapel organist. The program was as
follows:
Offertoire,
Marche Funebre
Venetianisches Goudellied,
0, Rest in the Lord (Elijah)
Domine Deus, .
Allegretto M a ggiore and Coda (Op. 14, Sonata I.)
Postlude

Batiste
Batiste
Menddssohn
Mendelssohn
Rossini
. Beethoven

COMMUNICATION
To the Editor of the Trinity Tablet:
DEAR S1R:SEVERAL college organizations have been subjected to criticism, at
various times recently, in your columns. One however, but for a
single short article, has been passed over, though it seems that this particular one is more in need of it than any. Reference is made to the Musical
Organization. There is probably no other organization i.n college conducted
in so slip-shod a way as this, though it is plain that none is more important
as an advertisement for the college, if only it is properly managed, Last
spring a management was elected for the ensuing year. The duty of such
is generally to make engagements. That is what the baseball and football
managements do. They do this also at the end of the old season, and have
their schedules made out and submitted to the committee long before the
new season commences. The schedules are published in the TABLET for
the information of all concerned. How about the musical clubs ? When
college opened hst fall, not a single engagement had been made, and there
have been just two outside concerts this whole college year, even those
engagements being merely picked up by chance. The reason given seems
to be that the material this year was not good enough to warrant a carefully prepared schedule. How was the material known last summer, when
the schedule ought to have been prepared? Do the baseball and football
managements wait until they know what kind of teams they are going to
have before they make o_u t their schedules? The very idea is absurd and
must be equally so in this case. If the men in the clubs had known that
there was a definite schedule, they would have had something to work for,
and consequently have felt obliged to take more interest. No one will
work when there is no goal to work for-that is self-evident. The musical
clubs, according to all accounts, did very creditably at the Junior Week
concert, and if given a chance outside would undoubtedly do the same. It
may not be too late now, a concert worth anything at all is always acceptable. If this article cannot have any effect on tliis season, it is earnestly
hoped that it will direct the ,attention of all who have the welfare of the
college sincerely at heart, to the necessity of some immediate reforms in
this important branch of college activity.
An Undergraduate.

A HIT.

"you

see I'm on the baseball team."

In thought his father sat.
"It cost you this?" "Well, yes,-you know,
I spent it on a bat."

ATHLETICS
YALE 11,

TRINITY

0.

WEDNESDAY, March 23d, Trinity opened her baseball season with
Yale at New Haven. Although Trinity had had no team together
for practice, she played an encouraging game. The men had not batted
against curved balls and no infield was selected before the contest. Grange
pitched in clever form but errors helped to swell Yale's score.
TRINITY,

Hine, lb.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Dravo, c.,
Clement, 1. f.,
Allen, 2b.,
Off, r. f.,
Burwell, s. s.,
Grange, p.,
Totals,

1B
0
0
0

PO

A

9
2
1

0
0

O

5
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
3
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

2
1

0

0 18

8

AB
3
3

R
0
0

2
2

0
0

2
2

0
0

2
2

0
0

1
19

2

E
2
0
0

2
0
0

1
3
0

8

YALE,
Metcalfe, 2b.,
O'Brien , ss.,
Smith, r. f.,
Bowman, 1 b.,
Miller, c. f.,
Winslow, c.,
Barnes, 1. f.,
Robinson, 3b.,
Jackson, p,
Mackay, p.,
Allen, p .,

1B
0
1
1
2

PO

A

E

2
1

1

1

2

0

2

3 13

2

1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

AD

R

4
4
3
3
4
4
4
3

1

1
1
1

1
3
2

0
0
0
0

0
3
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

1
0

Totals,
32 11
9 21
4
0
Score by innings :
Trinity ..................................................................... 0
0
0
0
0
0
0- 0
4
Yale ......................................................................... 0
1
4
1
1
x-11
Three-base hits, Bowman, Miller. Two-base hit, Winslow. Bases on balls, by
Jackson 3, by Grange 2. Hit by pitched ball, by Allen 2, by Mackay 1, by Grange 1.
Struck out, by Jackson 5, by Mackay 5, by Allen 2, by Grange 5. ~tolen bases, Grange 2,
Allen, Townsend, Smith, Winslow 2, Barnes 2, Jackson, Mackay.
PENNSYLVANIA

19,

TRINITY

1.

At Philadelphia, Wednesday, March 30th, Trinity was an easy prey
for the University of Pennsylvania, The University began a batting carnival, and for eight innings Grange endured more than his share of misery.
All sorts of things happened, redounding in the main to Trinity's discom-
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fiture. Trinity hit the ball freely, but the Q..uakers sharp fielding prevented
contributions to the base hit column. Trinity's two hits were in the third
inning and netted a run.
A

E

3
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
1

lB PO
1
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
0
1
4
0
0
1
1 11
0
0

0
0
4
1
3
0
0
0
4

0
1
2
2
0
0
2
2
0

27

1

2 24 12

9

AB

R

Off, l. f.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Dravo, c.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Burwell, s. s.,
Clement, r. f.,
Allen, 2b.,
Hine, lb.,
Grange, p.,

4
4
3
2

0
0

Totals,

TRINITY,

3

a

·o

PENNSYLVANIA, AB
Howes, c. f.,
6
Cariss, 2b.,
5
Devlin, r, f.,
5
Drake, s. s.,
5
O'Donnell, lb.,
6
Swain, l. f.,
3
Adams, 1. f.,
3
4
Hare, c.,
4
Stiles, 3b.,
Crimean, p.,
2
Ziegler, p ..
2

R

3
2

2
2
2
0

2
1
2
1
2

lB PO
2
2
4
1
0
.2
1
2
2 15
1
0
0
1
4
1
1
1
1 0
1
0

A

E

0
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

3

1
0
0
3
1
2
3

45 19 15 27 17 2
Totals,
Score by innings:
Pennsylvania ........................................... 0
3
4
0
4
0
6
2
x-19
Trinity..................................................... 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0- 1
Two-base hits, Howes, Drake, O'Donnell. Stolen bases, Howes, Cariss, Devlin,
Swain 2, Hare 2, Ziegler 2, Townsend, Grange. Donble play, Cariss to Drake. Bases
on balls. by Crimean 2, by Ziegler 1, by Grange 4. Hit by pitched ball, by Grange 2.
Struck out, by Crimean 2, by Ziegler 2, by Grange 6. Passed balls, by Dravo 2. Wild
pitches, by Grange 2. Umpire, Fitler.
TRINITY

6,

BROWN

4.

Wednesday, April 6th, Trinity defeated Brown at Providence by a fine
exhibition of ball playing. Grange pitched for Trinity and he was a puzzle for the Brunonians. Brown scored four runs in the first three innings,
but as the game progressed Trinity took the lead. Brown started out on
luck. The first man struck out. Cunningham dropped Hoye's fly, the
latter going to second on an error. He stole third. Wells walked and
stole second. A passed ball let Hoye in for the first score and advanced
Wells to third. Tift secured a base hit, scoring Wells. The next two were
easy outs; Jones hitting to Cunningham to Hine and Ostly striking out.
Trinity scored in the second inning. With two out, Allen got to first
on Hoye's error, Hine hit safe, scoring Allen and himself, crossed the
plate when Jones dropped Grange's fly. Grange was caught while stealing second. Brown added one run to her score in the second and third
innings respectively.
In the second, Dravo made short work of Paine. Ebud was passed to
first on balls and stole second. Kent flew out to Morgan but Dickinson
hit safe and Ebud went home. Hoye was retired, Grange to Hine.
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In the third inning Wells and Tift both hit to Grange who threw them
out at first. Jones singled, stole second and reached home on Townsend's
error. The remaining six innings vyere without a score for Brown.
Trinity scored in the fifth on Ebud's error and twice in the seventh by
bunched hits. Cunningham struck out. Clement was hit and crossed the
plate on Allen's double. Hine hit for two bases, scoring Allen. A neatly
executed double play by Dickinson and Jones prevented further scoring.
Trinity scored once in the ninth on Burwell's single, Clement's sacri·
fice, and Hine's third consecutive hit.
Both teams fielded well, but Trinity bunched hits, while Brown could
not locate Grange at opportune moments.
TRINITY,
AB R
lB ro A
E
AR R
BROWN,
lB PO A
E
Off, 1. f.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Dravo, c.,
Townsend, 3b.,
Cunningham, s. s.,
Clement, r. f.,
Allen, 2b
Hine, lb.,
Grange, p.,
Burwell, s. s.,

3
4

0
0

4

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0
0

9

3

3

0

u

2

0
1
2
1
1
1

0

0
0

1
1

0
0
1
1

3
4

3

-2~

0

0

0

0

1

3

3
0

10

2
1
4
0

1
0
0
0

1

1
0

Dickinson, 2b.,
Hoye, 3b.,
Wells, lb.,
Tift, p.,
Jones, s. s',
Ostly, c. f.,
Paine, c.,
Ebud, r. f.,
Kent, r. f.,

4
4
3

0

1

1
1

0

4

0

4
4

1

4

2
4

0
0

1
0

4
0

1 11
1
1
1
2
1
0
1
8
0
0
0
1

1
2
1
5
1
1
5
0

0

0

1
1
0
1
0
0

1
0

Totals,
33
4
6 27 16
4
6 *26 12
Totals,
30
6
3
* Paine out for interference .
. ~ore by innings:
Tr1n1ty .............. ......................................... 0
2
0
0· 1
0
2
O
1-6
Brown........................................................ 2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0-4
Two-base hits, Allen, Hine. Stolen bases, Grange, Hoye, Wells, Jones, Paine, Ebud.
Sacrifice hits, Morgan, Clement, Hoye, Paine, Kent. Bases on balls, b_v Grange 2, by
Tift 2. Struck out, by Grange 9, by Tift 8. Double play, Dickinson to Jones. Passed
balls, Dravo, Paine. Hit by pitcher, by Grange 1, by Tift 3. Umpire, Gaffney.
TRINITY 4, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

3.

·

Thursday, April 7th, Trinity defeated New York University at
cw
York.· Townsend pitched in superb form and earned his victory. He
struck out eleven men and allowed only two hits. There was something of
a scare in the eighth inning, when N. Y. U. got together and made a lively
bid for the game, scoring two runs and tying the score. Trinity made
fewer hits than she should have, by trying to kill Lillis' shoots.
In the second inning Trinity cornered two runs. Clement made a single
and Allen helped him to the next base. Burwell rapped out anoth~r single
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and Clement went home. Burwell also scored on Townsend's hit. Morgan
and Off failed to make good. N. Y. U.'s run came in the next inning.
Rogge got first on Burwell's error, stole second, and made home on Lillis'
single. Trinity increased her lead in the fourth. Cunningham got his
base on balls, and completed the circuit on Townsend's hit.
N. Y. U. created some excitement by .tying the score in the eighth inning,
with the help of a single and several errors.
In the closing inning, Trinity scored the winning run. Cunningham
found the ball for a double, and reached the plate on a single by Townsend.
TRINITY,

Townsend, p.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Off, 1. f,
Hine, lb.,
Dravo, c.,
Clement, r, f.,
Allen, 2b.,
Cunningham, 3b.,
Burwell, s . s.,

AB

R

1B

PO

A

E

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
0

4
0

0
0
0

3
0
0

0
1
0

S

O

O

11

2
0
2
4
1

0
1
2
0
1

1

0
1
1
0
2
1

0
5
1
2

N. Y. u.,
AB
Dollard, s. s.,
4
Simmons, 3b.,
4
Leonard, 1 b.,
4
McDowell , 2b.,
4
VanValkenb'g, r.f., 4
Halpin, 1. f.,
4
Tuthill, c. f.,
3
Rogge, c.,
3
Lillis, p.,
3

R

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0

1B

PO

1
3
0
0
0 11
0
4
0
3
0
0
0
1
0
4
1
1

A

E

1
3

2
0

1

1

l

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
4

3
Totals,
36
4 10 27 12
5
2 27 10
Totals,
33
3
Score by innings:
N. Y. U................................ .......... ............. 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0-3
Trinity ....................................................... 0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1-4,
Three-base hits, Dravo, Cunningham . Stolen base, Dravo. Sacrifice hits, Morgan,
Burwell. Struck out, by Townsend, 11, by Lillis 3. Bases on balls, by Lillis 3 . Passed
ba11s, Dravo 2. Hit by pitcher, by Townsend 1. Double play, Allen (unassisted).
Umpire, J. O'Neill.
COLUMBIA 11, TRINITY 2.

Friday, April 8th, Trinity was easily defeated on South Field, New
York, by Columbia. The game was a combination of long hits, errors,
and good pitching. Some raw efforts in . the field by Trinity tell the unpleasant tale. Grange pitched well, but his mates ought to be arrested for nonsupport. Columbia outplayed Trinity at all points of the game and fielded
in faultless style.
For the first two innings Trinity blanked the New Yorkers, and in the
third scored a run on Allen's single and Townsend's double over the right
field fence. This propitious beginning aroused Columbia, and was followed
by some strenuous work on their part. Five runs crossed the rubber in
their half of the running and the contest was safely put on the shelf.
N oho well started the fusilade by walking, and then followed a wild throw,
an error, several bunts which were poorly handled, and to cap the climax,
a swift two-bagger. vVhen the smoke had cleared away, Columbia
emerged with five runs.
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Columbia cornered two runs in the next inning on Nahowell's one spot
and Frambach's homer. Two doubles and a single yielded two more in the
following inning. Columbia scored twice more by hard and __ sequential
hitting.
Trinity' s other run was Morgan's drive for four bases in the final
inning. It w as one of the longest hits seen on South Field for some time.
TRINITY,
AB
4
T ownsend , 3b,
4
Morgan, c. f. ,
4
Off, 1. f.,
4.
Hine, lb .,
Clement, r. f. ,
3
Cunninf{;ha m , s. s. , 2
Allen, 2 .,
3
3
Dravo, c.,
2
Grange, p.,

R

lB

PO

A

E

0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
0
0
8
0
0
0
1
1
1
0 12
1
0

1

1

0
0

0
0

4
0
1
2

1
0

1

0
0
0

0
1
0

0

0
0

COLUMBIA,
Frambach, c.,
Taber, 2b .,
Bloomfield, lb. ,
Tyler, r. f.,
Cannon, c. f.,
Godwin, 1. f. ,
Farrell, s. s.
Nohowell, 3b.,
Tilt, p.,

AB

R

3
4

2

5

4
4
4

2

1
1
1
0

4

0

3

3

4

1

lB PO
2
8
1
2
1 12
1
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
2

A

3

3
0
1
0
0

2
1
1

E

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Totals,
29
2
3 24
8
3
35 11 10 27 11
0
Score by innings:
Trinity ..................................................... 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1- 2
Columbia ...... .......................................... 0
0
5
2
2
1
0
1
x-11
Home runs, Morgan, Frambach. Two-base hits, Townsend, Bloomfield, Tyler,
Cannon, Taber, Frambach, Nohowell. Sacrifice hits, Frambach, Taber, Tilt. Stolen
b ase, Farrell. Struck out, by Grange 11 , by Tilt 7. Bases on balls, by Grange 2, by
Tilt 2. Double play, Grange to Hine. Wild pitch, Grange. Passed balls, Dravo 2.
Umpire, Kennedy.
HARTFORD 7, TRINITY 6.

Thursday, April 21st, Trinity dropped an interesting ten-inning game
to the Hartford leaguers. · Grange pitched well enough to win but his support weakened at critical moments. Trinity showed a marked improvement in batting, and but for some raw efforts in the field would have won
the game.
Trinity lost a golden opportunity to score in the fi.Jst inning by a dearth
of hits. vVith three on and none out, Hine struck out. Clement hit a slow
one to third and Townsend was thrown out at the plate. Allen made the
third. In her half Hartford bunched two singles, but steady work in the
field and in the box prevented a score. Again in the second, Trinity had
men on second and third, but there they remained.
In the fourth, Evans singled for Hartford. O'Hare hit one to the right
garden for a sack, but Clement's fine throw retired Evans at third. Grange
struck out the third man.
Trinity succeeded in making the circuit in the next session. Grange
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walked and Morrison gathered in Townsend'• attempt. Morgan singled
and Duffee made three futile attempts to find the ball. Hine's one spot
and King's error urged Grange and Morgan across the plate. In the last
half of the ' inning, however, Burwell dropped Dean's weak fly and the
latter took second. Parkins swung gracefully three times and retired, but
King got a life on Hine's bungle. Rotchford sent home the men on bases
with a single, and scored on Nagel's drive to the pastures green for two
sacks. Duffee dropped Morrison's fly but caught Nagel at the plate. Morrison stole second and scored on Evans' hit. Duffee ended the agony by
pulling in O'Hare's sky scraper.
The sixth saw Trinity shut out by Hartford's fast play. With men on
the first two corners and two down, Townsend ripped off a double, but
Dean's throw caught Dravo at the rubber with two down. Hartford
scored on a hit batsmen, an inexcusable error, and a single.
Trinity gathered in two points the following inning, on Duffee's and
Hine's singles and Tyler's misplay.
Hartford cornered a run in the eighth in the same way that she made
her previous score.
Trinity made a good !ally in the ninth, and tied the score. Townsend
drew four wide ones and scored on Morgan's hot two-bagger. Hine sent
Morgan home with a single. The other men we.re easily fielded out.
Trinity blanked Hartford in the last half of this seance, but in the tenth
the leaguers cut the balloon loose. Burwell made a mess of King's modest
grounder and Rotchford got a free pass. Both men advanced a base on
Burwell's error, and Morrison sent in the winning run with a single.
TRINITY,

Townsend, 3 b.,
Morgan, c. f.,
Duffee, 1. f.,
Hine, lb.,
Clement, r. f.,
Allen, 2b.,
Dravo, c.,
Burwell, s s.,
Grange, p.,
Totals,

AB

R

lB

l>O

A

E

4
4
4
5
4
5
3
5
2

1
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

2
2
1
3
0
0
1
1
0

3
1
1
9
0
3
9
2
0

2
0
0

0
0
1
4
0
0
0
5
0

36

O

1
2
1
2
3

6 10 *28 11 10

*One out when winning run was scored ..

HARTFORD,

Thackera, c.,
King, c.,
Rotchford, lb.,
Nagel, 3b.,
Morrison, c. f.,
Evans, 2b.,
O'Hare, 1. f. ,
McLatchie, s. s.,
Dean, r. f.,
Thomas, p.,
Parkins, p.,
Tyler, p.,
Toxen, p.,
Totals,

AB

R

lB

A

E

2
4
5
5
5
5
4
3
5
1
2
1
1

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

0
5
1
1
6
l
3 15 1
2
0
6
2
1
0
1
2· 1
1
0
0
0
1
4
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

7 10 30 18

3

43

PO

O
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Score by innings:
Hartford ............................................ 0
0
0
0
4
1
0
1
0
1-7
Trinity............................................... 0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
0-6
Two-base bits, King-, Nagel, Morg-an. Sacrifice hit, Burwell. Stolen base$, Rotchford. Nagel, Morrison, Dean, McLatchie, Morgan, Duffee, Hine. Double play, Evans
to McLatcbie to Evans. Struck out, by Grange 6, by Thomas 3, by Parkins 3, by Tyler
2. Bases oh balls, off Grange 2, off Thomas 3. off Parkins 2. off Tyler 1. Hit by
pitcher, by Grange 1, by Parkins 1, by Tyler l. Umpire, J. J. Kelley.
AMHERST

18,

TRINITY

1.

Saturday, April 23d, Trinity was beaten 18 to 1 at Amherst. It was
decidedly an off day for Trinity, while Amherst becoming more confident
and daring as her lead increased, scored in all but the last inning.
AB
TRINITY,
Duffee, 1. f.,
3
4
Morgan, c. f.,
Clement, r. f.,
3
Townsend, p., 3b., 4
2
Hine, lb.,
*Grange, p.,
2
3
Dravo, c,.
Maddox, 3b., lb., 3
Allen, 2b.,
3
2
Burwell, s. s.,

R

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

lB PO
2 3
0
2
1
1
0
3
4
1
0
0
0
4
4
0
0
1
0
2

A

E

0
0
0

1
0

0

2

0
1
4
1
3

1
1

2

1

0

0

5

2

AMHERST,
Wheeler, c. f.,
Chase, 3b.,
Shay, lb.,
Storke, c.,
Beach, 2b.,
McRay, s. s.,
Matteson, p.,
Orrell, r. f.•
Powell, 1. f.,

AB

R

6
6

3
0
1
3
2
3
2
1
3

4
6
4
5
5
5
5

lB PO
3
1
1
0
0 10
1
9
2 3
3
0
1
2
1
0
2
2

A

E

0

0

0
0

0

0

4
2
1
5
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0

46 18 14 27 12 1
Totals,
Totals,
29 1 4
*Roach batted for Grange in ninth.
Score by innings:
Trinity ...... ............................................... 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0- 1
1
4
1
Amherst ................................................... 2
4
1
5
0
:x:-18
Three-base hit, Orrell. Two-base hits, McRay 2, Chase, Storke, Hine. Hits off
Townsend in 5 innings. 11; off Grange in 3 innings, 3. Bases on balls, off Matteson,
Duffee, Clement, Burwell, off Townsend, Beach. Sacrifice hit, Shay. Struck out, by
Matteso n, 7, by Townsend 1, by Grange 1. Stolen bases, Wheeler, Shay, Storke 2,
Beach, Powell 2, McRay. Double play, Matteson to Storke to Shay. Hit by pitcher,
Beach, Shay. Umpire, Cook of Brown.
24 11 13

INDOOR TRACK MEET.

The indoor meet held in the gymnasium on Thursday evening, March

2 11th, resulted in an easy victory for the sophomore class. The meet brought
forth several hotly contested events, but the sophomore team was so far
superior in numbers and quality that t_he result was never in doubt. A
new feature. the flying rings, was added to the interesting program and
met with hearty approval. The event was won by Boyd, 1905, with Reed,
1906, a close second. The twenty-yard dash furnished several close heats,
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Pond, 1906, won the final in record time, with Reed, 1906, close on his
heels. In the twenty-five-yard hurdles, Phillips, 1906, beat a fast field and
won the event in the creditable time of 4 1-5 seconds. Reed, 1906, again
won the cup for the best work on the parallel bars, but Perry, 1906, came
within half a point of the winner. Reed's work was graceful and easy,
and won merited applause. Reed, 1906, also won the McCracken cup,
given to the best all-round athlete. Phillips, 1906, was a good point winner and did well in his events. Bulkley and Boyd were a strong combination, and won all the points credited to the juniors. Pratt, the only freshman who too_k part, won 2 1-2 points. Owing to the length of the meet,
the shot put was called off. The summary:
Twenty-yard dash - Won by Pond, 1906 ; second, Reed, 1906 ; third,
Phillips, 1906; time, 2 4-5 seconds.
Pole vault- Won by Winston, 1906; second, Boyd, 1905; height, 8
ft. 6 in.
Rope climb - Won by Pond, 1906; second, Boyd, 1905; third, Bulkley, 1905; time, 9 seconds.
Standing high jump- Won by Bulkley, 1905; second, Boyd, 1905, and
Winston, 1906; height, 4 ft. 4 in.
Twenty-five-yard hurdles- Won by Phillips, 1906; second, Bulkley,
1905; third, Curtiss, 1906; time, 4 1-5 seconds.
Parallel bars - Won by Reed, 1906; second, Perry, 1906; third, Bulkley, 1905.
Fence vault-Won by Phillips, 1906; second, Reed, 1906; third,
Pratt, 1907, and Boyd, 1905; height, 6 ft. 1 1-2 in.
Horizontal bars- vVon by Reed, 1906; second, Perry, 1906; third,
Boyd, 1905.
Running high jump-Malor, . 1906, and Phillips, 1906, tied for first
place. Boyd and Bulkley, 1905, tied for third. Height, 5 ft. 2 in.
Flying rings- Won by Boyd, 1905; second, Reed, 1906; third, Bulkley, 1905.
High kick - Won by Phillips, 1906; second, Reed, 1906; third, Pratt,
1907; height, 8 ft. 1-2 in.
Potato race- Won by Phillips, 1908; second , Pond, 1906; third,
Pratt, 1907 ; time, 30 3- 5 seconds.
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The officials - Referee, Prof. F. S. Luther; Judges, Prof. Henry Ferguson, Prof. H. M. Hopkins, and J. McA. Johnson, '03.
Judges of the parallel and horizontal bars - Mr. M. E. Coughlin and
Mr. G. B. Velte.
Timers-Prof. F. S. Luther and Prof. F. C. Babbitt.
Committee on arrangements-Buffington, 1904, Remsen, 1905, Gostenhofer, 1905 .
Scorer - Hinkel, 1906.
Announcer - Harriman, 1905.
Starter-Mr. G. B. Velte.
Points won by 1904 , 0; 1905, 26 1-2; 1906, 78; 1907, 2 1-2.
Manager M. H. Buffingt on of the track team announces the following
schedule for the spring:
April 30th - Annual Interclass Meet,
May 7th -Trinity vs. The College of the City of N ew York at Hartford.
May 14th-Trinity vs. Union at Albany.
May 21st-Twenty-first Annual Intercollegiate Meet, at Worcester.

THE STROLLER
AS THE STROLLER was strolling along the walk, the other day, at peace
with himself and the world (the world 's opinion not obtained) he
sauntered carelessly up to· the bulletin board to see what w as happening in
the affairs of men and be held an invita tion from a committee down-town,
inviting the college body to take part in what the corresponding commiteeman na1vely called a ''Mada Gra." Now THE STROLLER is no adept in
the art of spelling, having once been known to spell "commissioner" committioner, on the idea that commissioner had so::nething to do with a
committee, yet the form "1foda Gra" was certainly startling. But then,
how was the poor secretary of the committee of arrangements, struggling
distractedly in his office with a pile of correspondence, to know that in the
mazes of a "furrin' tongue" the mystic word was spelled "Mardi Gras/'
THE STROLLER is not one to make capital out of another's mistakes, and
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to tell the truth, THE STROLLER secretly believes that the spelling "Mada
Gra" was due, not to the committeeman, but to his stenographer, as the
young lady in question used latter for later all through the letter, in a way
that was delightful. But the whole scheme of celebrating Shrove Tuesday
on a Friday in the last of April is certainly a grand idea. It seems to THE
STROLLER that here is a chance for the gown to learn something from the
town. How charming it would be to read on the bulletin board, some
bright spring morning, a notice something like this: "By order of the
Faculty of Trinity College, New Year's Day will be celebrated to-morrow,
the tenth of June, Anno Domini, one thousand nine hundred and four."
Or "It was decided at a college meeting, to-day, to have the Fourth of
July, this year, on the sixteenth of October." Or on the same plan THE
STROLLER thinks that he would introduce a motion providing that '' 'All
Saints Day' will hereafter be held every week day until further notice."
THE STROLLER does not doubt that he could pass this motion, for who
ever heard of a· motioµ being defeated in a college meeting?
And speaking of that brings us to the manner in which things are
organized in college meeting. Some enterprising Junior is given a lacrosse
stick for a Christmas present by some well-meaning relative, who was under
the impression that he was giving the aforesaid collegian a tennis racket.
Immediately the junior starts to play lacrosse and decides that it is the
greatest game ever invented; and that Trinity must have a lacrosse team.
He interests a few of his fellows with the old, old argument of : ''The University of Delaware has a lacrosse team, and so has the College of Florida,
and so we are 'way behind the times if we don't have one," ( not realizing
that the last mentioned institutions have three thousand men to Trinity's
one hundred and thirty-five [fifty] [seventy-five] [ninety]. As a result, a
college meeting is called, the captain of the football team, the secretary of
the faculty and the head waiter in commons, are all called on for their opinions, and as none of them have ever seen a lacrosse ball and in fact don't
quite know whether it is played with a ball or with checkers, they all
make wildly enthusiastic speeche~ to the effect that no home is complete
without a lacrosse t~am; at which the meeting cheers deliriously and stamps
wildly. Immediately some one springs up and says, "Mr. Chairman, I
move that we form a lacrosse team at once," at which prolonged cheers
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shake the windows, with cries of "Make it two teams and a scrub." Next
the man who owns the lacrosse stick is elected captain and the best looking
man in the senior class is elected manager. The captain consults for a
minute or two, in whispers, with the manager, and then announces that
first practice will be held on the campus at four o'clock. At that the manager takes off his coat, goes to the blackboard, and calls for subscriptions
to buy flannel shirts for the future team, with the r~sult that every one in
the meeting calculates how much longer he can stave off the attacks of the
suit-pressing company, and loudly perjures himself to give five dollars.
With a closing speech, in which some stray member of the faculty who is
invited "to give us a few words," mentions "lacrosse " five times, at each
of which such-stamping ensues that three benches and a foot-r~st are broken
to bits, the meeting clo.ses. It is discovered however before all leave the
room that but nineteen and a half freshmen are present.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Four o'clock comes around and THE STROLLER looks out of his window.
In a far corner of the cam pus a lone figure is seen, hitting a lacrosse ball into
the air in an absent-minded manner. The next week appears the TABLET,
with an editorial on "What is the matter with Trinity teams ? "

·PERSONALS
[ The Editor earnestly requests tho Alumni to send him all matter which they may obta.fn
relating to this department.]

'68-The Rev. GEORGE M. STANLEY has accepted an election to . the rectorshi p of St. John's Church, Pine Meadow, Conn.
'70-The Rev. Dr. GEORGE McC. FISKE has been elected Bishop Co-adjutor of the diocese of Springfield, Illinois. In 1886, Dr. Fiske was
chosen Bishop of Fon du Lac, but declined the office.
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'75-Judge JosEPH BUFFINGTON is one of the trustees appointed by Mr.
Carnegie for his newly-founded " Hero Fund.,,
'81-Ir is announced that JAMES R. PARSONS, LL.D., will be appointed
Consul General of the United States at the City of Mexico.
'88-On February 20th, a son, William Stimson Hubbard, Jr., was born to
Dr. and Mrs. WILLIAMS. HUBBARD of Brooklyn, N. Y.
'93-Born to Rev. and Mrs. W. P. NILES of Nashua, N. H., January
16th, a daughter.
'94-The Rev. FREDERICK A. WRIGHT is in charge of the Church of the
Holy Apostles, Windsor Terrace, Brooklyn, N. Y.
'90-The Rev. GEORGE W. SARGENT has become Rector of St. Paul's
Church, Na tick, Mass.
'97-Dr. ROBERT W. STARR recently read a paper before the Workingmen's Clup of Hartford on " \i\That we owe to Pasteur."
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"THE LEA.DING FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA."

Incorporated

Charter Perpetual.

1819.

Cash Capital,
Cash Assets,
Total Liabilities, .

$4,000,000.00
.

I

5,190,888. I 5
5,130,150.44

Net Surplus,
$6,060,737.71
Surplus as to Policy Holders, 10,06o, 737.71
Losses Paid in 85 Years,
96,328,139.96

'W"JY.1:. B. CL.A.RX:, Preside:n.t.
W. H. KING, Secretary.
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, C. J. IRVIN, A. N. WILLIAMS,Auistant Secretaries.
W1tsTERN BRANCH,

fj

NoRTHWltSTERN BaANCH,

j WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent.
f W. P. HA1tF01tD, Ass't Gen'l Agent.

Traction Building, Cincinnati, 0.
Omaha, Neb.

PACIFIC BRANCH,
lNLANll MARINE DEPARTMENT,

San Fraqcisco, Cal.

K~ltLER

&

GALLAGH1t1t,

{ BoARDMA~ &

j CHICAGO, ILLS., 145 LaSalle St.
.( Nxw YoRK, 52 Pine St.

HARTFORD
fr)HEOLOGICAL
tmJ SEMINARY.

Gen•I A,O'ents.

SPKNCltlt, }

•

General Agents.

BOSTON, 95 Kilby St .
PHU.ADELPHIA, 226 Walnut

St.

THE

.i£tna National Bank
OF HARTFORD.
CAPITAL,

$525,000.00

SURPLUS AND PROFITS.

$550,000.00

Hartford Theological Seminary, while
carefully preserving as the dominant aim
a practical preparation for the active pastorate, affords ample opportunity for as
much specialization as the student's
individual capacity or needs suggest. By
a method of group electives, emphasis
may be laid on work in any department.
')'here are also special courses in Missions,
Religious Pedagogy and Sociology. The
Seminary is well equipped in every way,
and is open to college graduates of all
denominations on equal terms.

This bank offers to depositors every facility which
their balances, business and responsibility warrant.
Safe deposit boxes for rent.

Apply to THE DEAN. HOSMER HALL.
HARTFORD. CONN.

Open an account with us.

DEPOSITS,

$2,500,000.00
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIJC .STR.BH,
JEtna 1:-,ife building, next door to Public Library.
OFFICBltS,

A. SPENCER, JR., President.·
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President.
W. D. MORGAN, Caahier,
DIRECTORS.

HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY
APPLETON R. HILLYER,
JAMES B. COKE,
MORGAN B. BRAINARD,
ALFRED SPENCER, J1t.
A. G. LOOMIS,
W. R. C. CORSON.
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(onnecticut Ffre Insurance (ompan9,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Cash , Capital, $1,000,000.00

Total Assets, 4,734,791.83

SUMMARY

$I

Cash Capital,
.
Reserve for Reinsurance,
All Outstanding Claims,
Net Surplus,

1 000 1 000. 00
2,031,144.70

2 79,043 .62
,008,423.20
14,318,6 II .52

I

Total Assets,

J.

D. BROWNE, President.
C HARLES R. BURT, Secretary.
L . W. CLARKE, and W. H . HOWE , Ass't Secretaries.

W.- E. BAKER & SON, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, Conn.

PHOENIX FIRE INSURANCE CO.
OF

HARTFORD, CONN.

STATEMENT, JANUARY

1,

1903.

CASH CAPITAL,
.
.
.
RESERVE FOR OUTSTANDING LOSSES,
RESERVE FOR RE-INSURANCE,
.
.
.
.
RESERVE FOR ALL OTHER CLAIMS AND LIABILrrIES,
NET SURPLUS,
TOTAL ASSETS, JANUARY 1 1903,

$2,000,000.00
396,429.60
2,635,214.31 .
128,045.00
1,337,923.23
$6,497,612.14

-:C:c:E.ECTOBS.--

Charles M. Beach,
Pliny Jewell,
Henry A. Redfield,
Henry K. Morgan,

D. W. C.

SKILTON,

President.
Secretary.

EDW.l.RD MILLIGA.N,

Charles H. Smith,
Lyman B. Jewell,
Henry C. Dwight,
Ward W. Jacobs.

D. W. C. Skilton,
J. H. Mitchell,
Charles H. Northam,

J. H. MITCHELL, Vice-President.
_ __ _ _JOHN B. KNo:x, Assistant Secretary.

BEARDSLEY & BEARDSLEY, Local Armts,
1••1eu: 81 Pearl St, &nd 8M Jlaia Ii.
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E. & W. DRESS SHIRTS.
FOWNE'S GLOVF.S.

DUNLAP HATS.
E. & W. COLLARS.

CHAMBERLAIN & SHAUGHNESSY,
65-67-69 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
FINE UNDERWEAR.
REGAL $3.50 SHOF.S.

RAIN COATS.
LONG GOWNS.

THE NEAL, GOFF & INGLIS CO.,
976 to 986 MAIN STREE'l\
--SELL--

Furniture, Rugs, Pictures and Frames
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS.
ALSO COUCH COVERS AND PILLOWS, MATTRESSES, ETC.

o-NEED-US WHEN you
ENTE~Tl\IN 0~ CEfuEB~l\TE.
We supply the best, the most complete up-to-date ideas in

Decorations, Illuminations, Electric Displays, Canopies, Floor Crashes
for Dz,.,ncing, Dinner Pa.rties, Weddings, 8211.lls, Receptions.

Write or call on us and get our ideas and prices for this kirid of work before placing your orders elsewhere
We are the best equipped, have the largest stock and most eompetent workmen in New England.
The ONLY Flag Manufacturers in the City. COLLEGE FLAGS A SPECIALTY.

SIMONS & FOX,

JiJ

JiJ

240 Asylum Street, H~rtford, Conn.

OGUL
L<;Y1'11AN
Cl<;AU.TI't.S

(jrolz,n in 'I11rltey.
Perfected in Egypt.
Enjoyed in America.
~oetfl SPiOS:t. MAU.S t.CYl11AN SMOU.U '
lO tor lS cenll.
Co, .. Tipe or PbiL

S.•c 111M Coe,oM,

~todrnt.s should pa.troni~e (!)a.blet advertisus

X
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BEST IN THE WORLD.
JUXTALlr.EAR

TRANSLATIONS.

The Text, with a Literal and an Idiomatic Translation in Juxtaposition. Cloth Ed. 50cts. Paper Ed .
30cts. For specimen pages. etc., write to BURNS
BOOK CO., P. 0., Box 722, Atlanta, Ga.

'

ON DIAMONDS, WATatES. ETC.
AT THE LOWEST RATES OF INTEREST.

AN OLD t:STNIUSHED C0NCERN TO DP&. wmt.

· COUATERAL. LOAN CO.
0nN

71 ASYLUM ST.

EvatlNG&

WITH OUR ADVERTISERS.
We wish to call the attention of the students to
the advertisement of the Broad Street Pool Room.
We hope that the students will patronize this concern as well as the others whose cards appear in the ·
"TABLET" in preference to non-advertisers.

.......•.. ,.

ANYTHING YOU WANT
THAT A DRUG STORE
SHOULD HAVE YOU
WILL FIND AT THE

THE BUSINESS MANAGER,

eave you got to

•

speak a viece?

•
•

Well. we don't 'know cf ony kind of" effort," tn,m

MARWICK DRUG STORES,
( .kiain and As11lum
and
✓•
C orner J
( Asylum and .Ford Sts.

• :~:.~f~~l~~~a
g"u~;~:10:.11°t1'; ':~~~ !~t:\gi:~l :iIT::; •
cr.rttr, down to th<' ·• r rsronoe to toast, " at the lut

• ·•clan dinner," tho.I not 11rovided for amon, :- •
• Com~7~~~~ :i;~r'\/ig~uding •efforta" for all •
• t,:;::ti;
faFa;;, J<;;; e~i;~1°ifn\1":ai:~~~ti~f~.•l.li0. 11
Colkq-. Men ', T hree-Minute Dec/nmation-. tl.00.
• i::~~,~~at::z:t;:;Jt::; c~:~1~1:~•g•1.~~·
•
• 1/a:'J{'J.,~~;~~si,!<f~· 1o§~~e:~~te
50c60c. •
• of" Con~~ne~t•;fo: ::rn~!tt~n~t:1::• free ~ •

AT ALL TIM ES

1,

MAKE

1

Us

YouR CoNVENIENC:at.

1

1

~,i.

L11t

OD

•
••
••••••••••••••
•

'9INDS & NOBLE, Publishers
31-33-35 Weat 15th Street, N. Y. City
Schoolboolcl q/ all p ubltsherA at mie ,tore.

T. SISSON & CO.,
729 Main Street,
v .utmTY

OPPBB. A GREAT

There is really no use in my advertising here.
Alumni and Undergraduates all know the

I

"Trinity College Barber Shop,"
J. G. MARCH, Proprietor,
ROOM 1

CONDCTICUT MUTUAL
BUILDING.

Entrances,
71!8 Main Street,
36 Pearl Street.

BROAD STREET BARBER SHOP
FIRST-. CLASS WORK.

OP

SOAPS FOR TOILET AND BA TH.
Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes.

Ile:==:::::=::::::::====:=::::=:=::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::==:e

eartrora woven Wirn mattrnss co.
HARTFORD, CONN.
KAZ.-UF ACTUKBJlS OF

Stea and Brass T rimme.d Steel Bedateada and Cribs,
VI oven Wire and Link Mattresses,
Hospital aod Institution Bedsteads,
Alceptic Furniture, including Tables, Cabinebt Opaatiar Tabla, Bedside Tabla, Sterili:ing Apparatus and
Imtrument Caao.
SOLE JiU.NUP~CTuaints OP

ROBERTS' PATENT AD JUSTABLE CAR SEATS

C. A. PATENAUDE, P,;-op.
Razor Honing a Specia lty.
1006 Broad Street, Second door from Ward Street.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Opens on the first Wednesday in October. Throe Years'
Course lea.ding to degrees of LI,. B. a.nd J. B. College
graduates receive the degree of Bachd.or of Junaprude11u &t the end of three yea.rs, and ma.y receive that
ot Mmur of Jurvprudenu at the same time by pursuing
special courses in (1) Juri sprudence; (2) International
Law, International Arbitration, Diplomacy and Consular Service; (3) Spanish Institutions and the
Spa.nish Code; (~) The Commercial Code of Germany
or France; (5) Roman Law. For College Graduates
one hundred Scholarships of Fifty Dollars each. Addresa Dean MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, Ashburton
Place, Boaton.
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THE TRINITY TABLET'

CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL ' COLLEGE,
NEW YORK CITY.

The course covering four years begins during the
first week in October and contiuues until June.
A preliminary training in natural science is of great
advantage.
All the classes are divided into small sections for
recitations, laboratory and clinical bedside instruction.
Students are admitted to advanced standing after
.passing the requisite examinations.
The successful completion of the first year in any
College or University recognized by the Regents of
State of New York as maintaining a satisfactory
standard is sufficient to satisfy the requirements for
admission which have lately been raised.
The annual announcement giving full particulars
will be mailed on application.
.
WM. M. POLK, M. D.,r:LL.D., DEAN,
Cornell University Medical College,
27th and 28th Streets and FirstAve.,New York;City.

J. B. RYAN,
Formerly of the Ehn Tree Inn and recently
from .the Parsons' Theatre Cafe,
has returned to the

ELM TREE INN,
FARMINGTON, CO~N . .

ROBERT J. ALLYN, P110P .
JOHN J, DAHILL, MANAGEII,

AMERICAN AND
· EUROPEAN PLANS•
Located in the business center, corner of
Asylum and Trumbull
Streets. Electric cars
pass the dqor every
two minutes. · Hotel
Electric Bus meets all
trains.
American Plan, $3.50
to $5 per day .. · European Plan, $1.50 to $'3
per day.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS.

Carpets, Rugs and Mats,
TAPESTRY, PORTIERES,
AND

COUCH

COVERS,

In Oriental effects, at Moderate Prices
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THE TRINITY TABLET

HEUBLEIN BARBER SHOP,

Popular Pticu.

Leacfinr Stvl~.

Electric Massage,

P. H. BILLINGS,
High Class Tailoring,
ll Asylum Strut,

Six Chairs.

J.

11111.k• you IA, .7,;,,.,1

DR. WILLIAM G. DOWNES,
DENTIST,
OPFICE HOURS:

34 Mulberry Street.

89 Pratt Strttt,
Hartford, Conn.

JS

Jlf

.f•ii •r 011,rcoal ,;, IA• Ciljl /'or .125. 00

9 to 12, 1:30 to 5.

GOULET

Hartford, Conn.

9/. !JI._., will

Manicure.

'\

OM£ out of the beaten path and
join the ranks of those who are
beating out a better way of
making Custom Suits and Overcoats.
E. S. ALTEMUS,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
~ooms 27 - 28, Catlin Building.
Iii

JS

\

• SPRING WOOLENS ...
N o ~ Ready.

GIVE US YOUR ORDER.
Rain Coats all Weights.

Oemmill, Burnham & Co.

[ylouR

WANTS

-

EASILY SUPPLIED.
IF IT IS SHIRTS,

Ful:o~,R~sn~.uit,

we have the best stylea.

IF IT IS NECKWEAR,
our kinds witl please you.

Brooks Brothers,
Giotniqg ana Fur,isntng Goods.

· IF IT IS HALF HOSE,
you are sure to like ours.

IF IT IS UNDERWEAR,
nowhere will you find better.

Broadway, Corner Twenty-Second Street,
New York City.
SACK SUITS:
Cheviots, Worsteds, etc., . . $18.00-$36.00
Tropical Fabrics, . . . .
16.00- 30.00
White and Fancy Waistcoats, 3.50- 10.00
CIIESTERand NORFOLK SUITS, 22.00- 30.00
Separate Jackets, . . . . . 13.00- 23.00
Knickerbockers, . . . . .
7.00- 12.00
ENOLISIIWALKINOCOATSUJTS25 .00- 40.00
Coats and Vests,
15.00- 35.00
Trousers, . . . . . . . .
5 .00- 12.00

NO MATTER WHAT
come here for it and get satisfaction.

BROWN, THOMSON
and Company
G O O D
WORK

L

L

e/ COLLEGE

PRICES

RIG ff T

PRINTING

CLARK & SMITH
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SPECIAL ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS.
Illustrated Catalogue on 1·e1,2 uest.

A

KINDS

PEARL STREET
HARTFORD, CONN,
PHOENIX MUTUAL LIFE INS. BUILDING

CALL AND SEE OUR NEW DESIGNS FOR
MENUS, DANCE AND SOCIEY PROGRAMS

Clark&; Smith, Pr-inters, Phrenix Mutual L ife Buildi110, 1,!J Pea1·l St,·eet.

